
Feed the birds. 
Fat balls are really easy to make and just need lard, bird seed, peanuts

and maybe odd bits of cheese and if you have them, mealworms. 
 Combining the ingredients is a great sensory activity if you want to get

your hands in the bowl and squash the mixture together. Fill up the gaps
in pine cones or use yogurt pots, Put in the fridge for a few hours to

harden and then hang from trees or shrubs and see which birds come to
feed.  Wildlife garlands are also really easy, though if you use whole

peanuts, the squirrels will target them. But, then again, they are wildlife
and it is rather fun to see how they can get to the nuts.

Look out for the first flowers.  
The snowdrops are just starting to emerge. Primroses are hardy

and are starting to flower in sheltered places and there may even
be the odd really early daffodil. Some shrubs flower during the

winter and may have a lovely scent.  Take the time and look. Every
time you go out, keep a diary, or make a collage of the things you
see for the first time this year.  That way you can build up a record

that the winter is on its way out

Bird or bug boxes. 
If you like DIY, or know someone who does, now is a good
time to make bird or bug boxes. We make ours from pallet

wood, and fill the bug boxes with bamboo, odd bits of wood
and teasel heads. If you make them and hang them now,
they will be ready for the birds and bugs come the spring.

 
 

Winter can be a difficult time for many people. The nights are long and the days often are cold and
have depressing weather. It is not surprising that many people find this the toughest time of the year
and it doesn’t help that there is still a pandemic which restricts people meeting. However, if you have

access to an outdoor space, there is still much that can be done. Here are some suggestions:
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Plan for next year! 
Winter is the perfect time to dream of warmer days in the garden and

plan what you will grow in the coming year. Whether you have a
windowsill, a few pots or acres of land, deciding what you’d like to sow in

spring is one of the joys of gardening. Some seed catalogues are so
beautifully designed why not use the photos of produce to create a

collage of photos to plan your garden? Or get online, browse and order,
maybe challenge yourself to order something you’ve never grown before!

There are some amazing flowers and veggies out there!

Phone a friend. 
These are isolating times, so make a phone call to friends or

family and talk gardens! Decide on some day trips of gardens
you’d like to visit together, share gardening problems or

designs for the spring.

Spring is coming!
We are also looking forwards to the spring when we can, hopefully, have the garden open

to more people. At the moment, we have to restrict numbers. However, those that can
attend are feeling the benefit of being here.  Here is what a few of our regulars say.

“The garden is a welcoming place where you can be useful and sociable in
the middle of nature. It’s rewarding to know you are part of a team effort,
a healthy way to get exercise and a great way to de-stress in the company
of our gardening ‘family’, finishing the afternoon with tea and a chat. And

there’s often the benefit of healthy produce to take home!” 
Debby, Sunday volunteer

“Going to the Market Garden takes my mind off my epilepsy, especially during
the lockdown. It makes me feel motivated because I am doing things. It also

makes me fitter, makes me feel included and I am part of the group.” 
Hannah, Style Acre

 

Enquiries:
Olwen Barlow (olwenbarlow@yahoo.co.uk) Market Garden Co-ordinator for Sustainable Wantage 

Sarah Griffiths (sgriffiths@styleacre.org.uk) Garden Co-ordinator for Style Acre
Emily Brown (emily.brown@oxfordshire.gov.uk)  Garden Co-ordinator for WCSS

Eileen (WCSS) who enjoys being in the garden


